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Justfit PiratoJustfit Pirato
The future-proof 2in1 multipurpose EMS device



Justfit Pirato  
Be flexible.  
Adapt to changing times. 
Become your own hero. 

The Pirato is both a studio device and 
a mobile EMS kit. You’ll practically get 
a mobile EMS studio that you can take 
with you anywhere and enjoy the 
freedom to have your services in-
house or outdoors. 

This future-proof EMS concept is 
characterized by extreme flexibility 
that guarantees you to be able to 
adapt to unexpected changes of the 
fitness industry.



2in1 multipurpose EMS device 

Can be used as a studio device 
AND as mobile EMS equipment 

For indoor & outdoor training 

Wireless freedom 

Low investment, fast ROI 

Ensures complete mobility 

UNBEATABLE price

Major benefits 

The Pirato is both a studio device AND a 
mobile EMS kit. 



Why 2in1? - I. 

On one hand the equipment can be 
used as a portable EMS kit that PTs 
can take with them to the location of 
the training. No heavy stuff, the 
complete kit fits into the Justfit Sports 
Bag that is included in the package. 
The wireless EMS technology with 
wifi communication makes it possible 
for trainers to keep the training with 
only a tablet in their hands while 
clients enjoy the freedom of 
movement only wireless EMS can 
provide. 



Why 2in1? - II. 

On the other hand the Pirato can 
function as "traditional" wireless 
studio equipment with the stylish 
Justfit stand that our business clients 
love so much. Used in this way, the 
stand functions as an elegant, high-
tech hotspot that enables 
communication of client and trainer 
devices. 
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Content of the kit

3 pcs Click-on Professional training 
suits 

1 pc Click-on control unit 

1 pc EMS stand 

12 pcs underdress 

Micro USB charge 

Sprayer 

Magnetic suit cabling device
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Become a point of 
sales!  
Gain extra revenue 

Justfit Pirato is compatible with new new 
generation of Justfit Hybrid suits. Your 
clients will love the possibility to possess 
an EMS suit of their own. It makes the 
training personal and ultra hygienic. 
The slim-fit and trendy design, the 
comfortable yet durable fabric is 
appreciated a lot by trainees. 

Last but not least, becoming a Justfit 
point of sales means extra revenue for 
you.



Take the first step!

Please feel free to to book an online 

Skype appointment with us. We create 

personalized offers based on your 

special demands. Get ready for a new 

beginning!

Justfit Technology LLC. 

Tel.: +36-70-666-9988 

info@justfitart.com
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